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Catalogue sheets 

The fo l lowing catalogue sheets - which, kind ly, ask from Messrs. 
Knorr-Bremse G.m.b.H. - (l 36) Munchen 13, Moosacher Str. 80 -
are at dispona l of our customers for placing orders with us for 
complete brake eq uipments, sing le parts of the brake equipment 
and repl acements: 

Tr iple va lve Hikp l Cata logue sheet 3351 l l 
Main triple valve Hikp l II II 3351 51 
Release device Hik II II 3351 97 
Secondary triple valve Hik II 3351 98 
Valve bracket Hik II II 3351 99 
Triple valve Hikp l (g ) II II 3352 l l 
Main 1riple va lve Hikp l (g) II II 3352 51 
Triple va lve Hikp l (p) 3353 ll 
Main triple va lve Hikp l (p) II 3353 51 
Tri pie va lve cut-out cock R ½" II fl 3277 l l 
Change-over gear in - out fl 3677 21 
A ir reservoir II II 2121 77 
Steel brake cylinder 8" II 4177 21 
Steel brake cyli nder l O" II 4177 31 
Steel brake cylinder l 2" II 4177 41 
Steel brake cyl inder 14" fl 4177 51 
Steel brake cylinder 16" II II 4177 61 
Rigging release spring II 7131 11 
Lever ratio change-over device LS 3 II fl 4221 11 
Lever ratio change-over device LV 4 If 4221 12 
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4. For rail-cars 
with Hildebrand-Knorr-brake for passenger tra ins I Hikpbrj 

Triple valve Hikp 1 (p) 
Trip le valve cut-out cock 
Brake change-over gear in - out 
Auxiliary air reservoir 
Supplementary air reservoir 
Steel brake cylinder 
Rigging release spring 
Centrifugal dirt co llector 
A ngle cocks 
Hose couplings 
Emergency brake valve 
Emergency brake pu ll boxes 

The foregoing extent of delivery is still to be supplemented by the 
additional equipment for the engined rail cars such as the com-
pressor unit for the supply of compressed air, the engine driver's 
brake va lves etc. 
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The Hildebrand-Knorr-Air Brake 

The progress in railway transport and the demand for higher 
speeds with both passenger and freigh t trains require brakes 
wh ich are able to face the stresses laid upon them by modern 
traffic. The vast experience gained during many decades of rail-
way operation has been utilized in designing the Hildebrand-
Knorr air brake and so a braking device has been evolved which 
meets all requirements ensuing from the conditions of modern 
traffic. It has been employed by the German State Ra ilway in 
both passenger and freight trains for 20 years a lready and was 
adopted moreover, by many countries outside Germany. 

The Hi ldebrand-Knorr brake is an automatic air brake with gra-
duated release feature, whose triple valve is a combination of a 
two-pressure valve (main triple va lve) and a three-pressure valve 
(secondary triple valve). Losses due to the pressure drop during the 
braking procedure within the braking cylinder and the supplemen-
tary reservoir for compressed air are in the Hik-braking device auto-
matically compensated, so that the braking power of this brake 
type is rea lly inexhaustible. In the Hildebrand-Knorr brake the 
pressure in the braking cylinder is independent of both the size 
of the brake cylinder and the stroke of the piston. Thus, all of the 
rail cars equipped with the Hik-brake are uniformly braked. 

The Hildebrand-Knorr b rake co-operates perfectly with al l of the 
well-known brake designs (e. g. Westinghouse, Bozic, Kunze-
Knorr etc.). It is constructed along UIC rules and regu lations, 
which must be fol lowed by the designers of compressed air brakes 
in international traffic. 
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Types of the Hik-brake 

Hikp 1 (g) 

Fig. 2 Triple valve Hikp 1 (g) and load change-over gear L - B 
for wagons in normal goods train operation 

Hikp 1 

Fig. 3 Triple valve Hikp 1 and load change-over gear VZ combined with 
change-over gear G - P for wagons in express goods train operation 

6 

3. For wagons in passenger train operation, 
with Hildebrand-Knorr-brake for passenger trains I Hikpbrl 

Triple valve Hikp 1 
Triple va lve cut-out cock 
Brake change-over gear in - out 
Auxiliary air rese rvoir 
Supplementary air reservo ir 
Steel brake cylinder 
Rigging release spring 
Change-over gear G - P 
Automatic slack adjuste r 
Centrifuga l di rt collector 
Angle cocks 
Hose couplings 
Emergency brake valve 
Emergency brake pull boxes 

Fig. 44 Brake equipment Hikpbr 
with triple valve Hikp 1 and change-over gear G - P 
for wagons in passenger train operat ion 
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2. For wagons in express freight train operation 
with Hildebrand-Knorr-brake for passenger trains j Hikpbr I 

Triple valve Hikp 1 
Triple valve cut-out cock 
Brake change-over gear in - out 
Auxiliary air reservoir 
Supplementary air reservoir 
Steel brake cylinder 
Rigging release spring 
Lever ratio change-over device 
Load change-over gear VZ combined with change-over 

gear G - P 
Automatic slack adjuster 
Centrifugal dirt collector 
Ang le cocks 
Hose coup Ii ngs 
Emergency brake cock (for wagons with hand brake) 

Lever ratio eh 
ange-over device 

Broke cylinder 

Svpp/ernentary 
reservoir 

ig. 43 Brake equipment Hikpbr 
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with triple valve Hikp 1, load change-over gear VZ combined w ith 
change-over gear G - P for wagons in express goods train operation 

Hikp l 

Fig. 4 Triple valve Hikp 1 and change-over gear G - P 
for wagons in passenger tra in operation 

Fig. 5 Trip le va lve Hikp 1 (p) 
for rai l-cars 

Hikp l (p) 
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The Hik-brake has found application for freight trains, passenger 
trains, rail motor cars and express trains. Th ree types of triple 
valve are built to-day, a·part from some modifications which were 
evolved during the stage of development. These three triple valve 
types are mainly distinguished by the design of the change-over 
cock; they are: 

1. Triple valve Hikp 1, with change-over cock to be adjusted 
to positions G or P resp., 
the same valve as before, type Hikp 1 (g), but with change-
over cock fixed in the G-position, 
the same valve as before, type Hikp 1 (p), but with change-
over cock fixed in the P-position. 

2. Triple valve Hiks with change-over cock for the positions 
G, P and S. 

3. Triple valve Hikss with change-over cock for the positions 
G, P, S and SS. 

The four different positions of the change-over cock allow to 
obtain the following effects: 

Position G: Slow-acting brake 
for normal freight train operation 

Position P: Quick-acting brake fortheoperationof passenger 
trains, multiple rail car units and express freight 
trains, 

Position S: Brake acting quickly and under large exertion of 
force, for normal express train operation, 

Position SS: Brake acting very quickly and under very la rge 
exertion of force, for the highest speeds attained 
so far. 

In this pamphlet the triple valve as mentioned under 1. is des-
cribed in detail together with its modifications Hikp 1 (g) and 
Hikp 1 (p). 

The triple valve Hikp 1 
Figure 6 is a view of the triple valve Hikp 1. It is constituted by 
three main parts, viz. 

The valve bracket with release device, 
the two-pressure valve (main triple valve), 
the three-pressure valve (secondary triple valve) 

8 37 



- t Hikgbr gear L - B Brake equ1pmen . ) change-over . 
Fig. 41 'th triple valve H1kp l (g ,ds train operation 

w1 . ormal goo for wagons in n 
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Brake equipments 

The brake equipments have a different composition according to 
the purpose for which the wagons are intended. They d iffer from 
each other mainly by the construction of the triple va lve, the 
change-over gears (load change-over gear "Empty - Loaded" , 
load change-over gear VZ with change-over gear G - P, change-
over gear G - P) and emergency brake device. 

Thus, the following 4 principal kinds of brake equipment have 
been provided: 

1. For wagons in normal freight train operation 
with Hildebrand-Knorr-brake for freight trains I Hikgbr I 

Triple valve Hikp 1 (g) 
Triple va lve cut-out cock 
Brake change-over gear in - out 
Auxiliary air reservoir 
Supplementary air reservoir 
Steel brake cylinder 
Rigging release spring 
Lever ratio change-over device 
Load change-over gear L - B (empty- loaded) 
Automatic slack adjuster 
Centrifugal dirt collector 
Ang le cocks 
Hose couplings 
Emergency brake cock (for wagons with hand brake) 
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Emergency brake pull box 

Emergency brake pull boxes are assembled in all of the wagons 
intended for the transport of passengers. In cases of accident this 
emergency brake device may be put into operation by a mere 
pull at the handle. 

Notbremse 
Nandgriff nur bei Gefahr ziehen! 

Jider MiBbrauch wird bestraft 

Fig. 39 Emergency brake pull box 

Emergency brake valve AK 6 
The emergency brake valve A'< 6 is on the one hand connected by 
means of a wire drag with the emergency brake pull boxes, on 
the other hand with the continuous air brake pipe. As soon as a 
pull is exerted at the handle of the emergency brake, the emer-
gency brake valve becomes suddenly opened and uncovers imme-
diately the full free area of the piping. This suddenly occurring 
heavy pressure drop in the main brake pipe produces an instanta-
neous quick-braking action on the whole length of the train. 

Fig. 40 Emergency brake valve AK 6 
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Main triple valve 

Fig. 9 View on the slide face in the body of the main triple valve 

12 

Angle cock AK 8 

Both ends of the wagon are pro-
vided with the angle cocks AK 8. 
The cut-out cocks are provided 
with a special plug, do not re-
quire any lubrication, are insen-
sitive to dirt and can be easily 
revolved, even after an opera-
tion of many years. 

Hose coupling 

The hose couplings are screwed 
to th e angle cocks AK 8; they 
connect the various sections of 
the con ti nous brake pipe be-
tween the sing le wagons. 

Emergency brake cock, 
Emergency brake valve AK 9 

Wagons with hand brake are 
provided with an emergency 
brake cock, which is embodied 
in the main brake p ipe and may 
beoperated from the brakeman's 
post by means of a pull rod. 
N on-German rai lways adopted 
instead of the emergency brake 
cock the emergency brake va lve 
AK 9. Its performance is ana lo-
gous to that of the emergency 
brake va lve AK 6 described on 

Fig. 36 Angle cock AK 8 

Fig. 37 Emergency brake cock 

page 34. Fig. 38 Emergency brake valve AK 9 
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Automatic slack adjuster 

The disposition of a double-acting automatic slack adjuster is in-
dispensable for the function of the mechanical load braking by 
means of the lever ratio change-over gear. It compensates at tha 
same time automatically the increase in the stroke of th e piston, 
which is caused by the wear of 1he brake shoes, of the tyres and of 
the brake rigging, so that the once establ ished application stroke 
A will always remain unaltered. It provides, in addition, the advan-
tage that too short a piston stroke, as it may occur for inst. after 
discharging a freight car or after replacement of the brake shoes, 
is immediately adjusted to the standard application stroke. There 
is, therefore, no need for re-adjusting the brake rigging by hand 
and at short intervals. The uniform stroke of th e piston makes, 
moreover, for savings in braking air. The figure 34 is showing the 
brake cylinder with ihe automatic slack adjuster and the mechani-
cal load braking by means of the lever ratio change-over gear. 

Centrifugal dirt collector 

A centrifugal dirt collector has been embodied as an air strainer 
at that point where the piping of the triple valve derives from the 
ma in brake pipe, in order to prevent dirt and moisture from en-
tering the triple valve. The compressed air which enters the centri-
fugal dirt collector is primarily deviated to the lower part of its 
casing, where dirt particles and moisture carried w ith th e air are 
centrifuged and collected. The upper part, which contains an air 
filter cartridge, consisting of metal wool and wetted by grease, 
retains the remainder of dust particles which have been left over 
in the compressed air. 

Fig. 35 Centrifugal dirt collector 
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Main triple valve 
Constituent parts 

Fig. 10 Check valve 9 Fig. 11 Main control piston 1 with sl ide 
valve 2 and graduating valve 3 

The main control piston 1, which has to separate 
pressure differences only temporar ily, is p rovided 
with an obturator ring, which so far has stood al l 
tests and which even with sub-zero temperatures will 
never interfere with the easy motion of the piston. 

Fig. 12 Differential piston 6 
with inshot valve 5 

Fig. 13 Change-over cock 7 with forked lever 
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Fig. 33 Double-acting automatic slack adiuster 

Rocking lever 

Steel broke cylinder 

0 0 

Lever.ratio change-over device 

Empty-pull rod 

Loaded-pull rod 

Brake pull rod 
·cylinder lever Fixed point lever 

Fig. 34 Standard arrangement of the double-acting automatic slack adjuster and lever-ratio change-over device 
in the central brake rigging 



Load change-over gear VZ combined with change-over gear G - P 

While the aforedescribed change-over gear " empty-loaded" is 
embodied only in wagons of the normal freight traffic, the fast-
running freight cars are equipped with the load change-over gear 
VZ with change-over gear G - P. The load change-over gear VZ 
as well as the load change-over gear " empty-loaded" allow the 
adjustment of the lever ratio change-over box. The change-over 
gear G - P acts on the change-over cock in the triple valve 
Hikp 1. The braking weight end-shield bracket VZ is provided 
with a displaceable number slide, since the braking weights in the 
position P of the tripl e valve are at a higher level than in the G 
position. This number slide is controlled by means of the change-
over gear G - P in a manner that in the recesses of the braking 
weight end-shield bracket the braking weight numbers for freight 
train operation will appear in the G position, the higher numbers 
for passenger train operation in the P position. It is for this reason 
that the number slide has 4 number plates for the braking weights. 
The change-over weight is equal for both of the positions G and P. 

.till;: " , . ~~~./.,!,~: 
G'ir 7 f!j PERS.Z _1 u ·'-· ¾ '"-~-

Fig. 31 Change-over gear G - P Fig. 32 Load change-over gear VZ 

Change-over gear G - P 

All of the passenger wagons are provided with the change-over 
gear G - P, by which the aforedescribed change-over of the cock 
in the triple va lve Hikp 1 from the position G to P and vice versa 
is performed. 
Rail motor cars which are equipped with the triple valve of the 
Hikp 1 (p) type have no change-over ge::ir G - P. The change-over 
cock is fixed in the P position. 
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Secondary triple valve 
Constituent parts 

Fig. 15 Constituent parts 
of the p iston l 0 

I 
The piston l O and 11 ore 
rolling-diaphragm p istons, 
which warrant a perfect 
seal between t he various 
spaces and are very sen-
sitive to motion. Rubber 
rolling-diaphragms have 
for many years g iven 
proof of their excellent 
performance in perma-
nent brake operation. 

Fig. 16 Rolling-diaphragm piston l O along 
w ith sl ide valve 12 and tappet w ith spring 

Fig. 17 Constituent parts 
of the piston 11 

Fig. 18 Rolling-diaph ragm 
piston 11 

Fig. 19 
Tappet guide and tappet 
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The control chamber A is lodged in the upper part of the valve 
bracket, the release device in its lower part. 7 he release lever 
may be pulled in any direction in order to enable the triple valve 
to be located in any position whatso2ver in c0nformity with the 
available space. 
While the main and secondary triple valves as w2II as the relea se 
device are detachable (turn to fig. 7, please), the valve bracket, 
which besides the valves carries the pipe connections to the brake 
pipe, to the supplementary and auxiliary air reservoirs and to the 
brake cylinder, will remain fixed to the rail car after its first 
assembly has been performed. 
Th e fig. 8 is showing the main sections of the triple valve, whilst 
views of the most important constituent parts of the main and 
secondary triple valves are shown on pages 12 to 15. 

Fig. 20 Hik valve bracket with pipe 
connections 

Fig. 21 Release device 
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I~ 
Jill 

Fig. 22 Constituent parts of the 
release device 

a) Closed b) Opened ,,Empty-posilion " c) Opened ,,Loaded-position'" 

Fig. 29 Lever-ratio change-over device 

slot, which is directed inwards (figure 28). With empty wagon the 
lever ratio change-over device is coupled to the " empty" pull rod, 
so that braking is performed by way of the smal l lever ratio. With 
loaded wagon the "empty" pull rod becomes disengaged and 
braking is performed by means of the large lever ratio of the 
"loaded " pull rod. 
The adjustment of the lever ratio change-over dev ice is performed 
by displacing the hand crank at the change-over gear L - B 
(Empty - Loaded) from L to Band vice versa. 

Load change-over gear L - B 

The load change-over gear " empty - loaded " may be operated 
from both sides of the wagon. The braking weight end-shield 
support has three fixed number plates. The left-hand upper plate 
is showing the braking weight of the empty wagon, the right-hand 
upper plate the braking weight of the loaded wagon. The lower 
number plate is showing the change-over weight, i. e. the dead 
weight plus a predeterm ined, partia l load. As soon as th is latter 
weight has been attained, the hand 
crank must be changed over from 
the "empty" position to the "loaded" 
position. 

Fig. 30 Load change-over gear L - B 
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Rigging release spring 
1he rigging release spring returns the brake rigging into its 
neutral position, if the brake is released. 

Lever-ratio change-over device 

The lever ratio of the r igging may be changed by means of the 
change-over device in order to attain with loaded goods vans a 
higher brake shoe pressure than with empty wagons. Th is is per-
formed by means of two brake pu ll rods disposed between the 
cylinder lever and the fixed point lever of the medium equalizing 
rigging. The lever ratio change-over device is connected to the 
"empty" pul l rod adjacent the brake cylinder at the right end of 
the former. The "loaded" pu ll rod has at one end an elongated 

Fig. 28 a) Braking the loaded wagon "Loaded-position" 

Release position Application position 

b) Braking the empty wagon "Empty-position" 

Release position Application position 
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Working of the triple valve 

The main triple valve along with the control piston, the slide valve 
and the g raduating va lve initiate the braking procedure and the 
re !ease of the brake. 
In order to obtain, if different sizes of brake cylinder are em-
ployed, always the same pressure curve with both brake appli-
cai"ion and release it is necessary, in spi te of the ma in triple va lve 
remaining always the same, to modify the chokes for cha rging_. 
brake application and release. 
The cock plug w ith its braking and release chokes may be ex-
changed according to the size of the bra ke cylinder, the screwed-
in cha rging nozzle according to the size of t he supplementary air 
reservoir. An identity mark at the main t r iple valve points at th e 
size of the brake cyl inder, as for inst. 8", 2xl0", 10" + 12". 
Th e secondary trip le va lve has the same des ign for al l of the 
constructions of the Hik-brake; il is intended for carrying th rough 
the operat ions of brake application, release and re-charging. 
In the fo llowing the performance of the triple va lve in its positions 
of charg ing, brake application and release shal l be described in 
deta il. The polych rome instruction plates at the end of th is 
pamph let a llow to follow up the various operat ing phases. 

1. Charging 

W hen the brake is ready for serv ice, air reservoirs R and B 
as wel l as control chamber A are charged w ith the standard 
pressure of 5 kg/cm2 (71 lbs. /sq. i n.); brake cyl inder C is 
vented. In th is charg ing position main control p iston 1 is in 
its r ight-hand extreme posit ion, p iston l 0 of t he secondary 
trip le valve in its lowermost posit ion, leaving a clearance 
"x" between pistons 10 and l l, wh il st chokes fa and fa1 are 
uncovered for charging control chamber A 

17 
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2. Application of the brake 

a) Brakes fully applied 
If for braking the pressure 1n brake pipe L is lowered, 
piston l moves to the left until it abuts at slide valve 2, 
slides over sensivity choke eb and charging choke fr 1, opens 
first graduating valve 3 and carries then slide valve 2 with to 
its left-hand extreme position. Consequently compressed air 
is tapped off main brake pipe L into quick service chamber 
0 trough slide valve 2 via I, e and u and thus the pressure 
drop in L becomes increased. Compressed air flows, more-
over, unth rottled from R through r, g (slide valve 2), C1 and 
inshot valve 5 into brake cylinder C for quick application of 
the brake shoes until the inshot valve closes at a pressure of 
ab. 0.6 kg/cm2 (8.5 lbs./sq. in.). Compressed air flows at the 
same time from auxiliary reservoir B through bn1, bn, h 
(slide valve 2), c2 (change-over cock 7) and c to brake 
cylinder C. 
Due to the pressure drop in auxiliary reservoir B, in Bn and 
Bh, piston l O is lifted, owing to the pressure in control 
chamber A, primarily by the distance of the clearance "x", 
whereby choke fa 1 is covered by slide valve 12; thus , the 
pressure in control chamber A is maintained at its level 
of 5 kg cm2 (71 lbs/sq. in.). Piston 10 continues its upwa rd 
movement and carries slide valve 12 as well as piston l l 
with it to th e extreme position. Compressed air flows from 
the supplementary reservoir R through r, n1 (slide valve 12), 
c2 to c, the cock adjusted to G (freight train), throttled via 
beg and with cock adjusted to P (passenger train) via bcp in 
changeover cock 7 to brake cylinder C. 
The ratio of sizes between pistons 10 and ll is responsible 
for the fact that as the pressure in the conduits drops from 
5 kg/cm2 (71 lbs/sq.in.) to 3.6 kg/cm2 . (51.2 lbs/sq.in.) the 
pressure in the brake cylinder wil l rise from Oto 3.6 kg/cm2• 

(51.2 lbs/sq.in.). This rise in pressure might be attained in one 
sole phase (full-braking or quick-braking) or also by steps. 

recoil spring piston Supporting frame with lever bracket Cylinde r body a nd cover 

Fig. 27 Constituent parts of the steel brake cylinder 

be removed from the wagon duri ng the inspections, without that 
the brake rigging is to be removed from the lever support. 
The figures 26 and 27 are showing the individual parts, the section 
and the view of the brake cylinder. 
The size of the brake cylinder depends on the pressure requ ired 
for the brake shoes. The brake pressure is independent from the 
stroke of the piston. The brake cylinders of the sizes from 611 to 20" 
g ive with the end pressure of 3.6 kg/cm2 (51.2 lbs/sq.in.) and 
after deducting the pressure exerted by the piston recoil spring the 
following piston forces: 

Brake Piston forces I Supplemen-
zylinder after deduction of the counter-force tary 

exerted by the piston recoil spring reservoir Dia. in kg with the following piston strokes Capacity 
in. mm 100 mm ~ 4 in. ll0mm = 4'/8 in. 125 mm = S in. 140 mrn = 51/, in. Litres 

6 150 610 610 605 605 14 
8 203 1130 1130 11 25 1125 25 

10 255 1770 1765 1765 1760 40 
12 300 2475 2475 2470 2465 57 
14 355 3465 3460 3455 3450 75 
16 406 4565 4560 4555 4550 100 
18 460 5835 5830 5820 5810 125 
20 510 7170 7160 7150 71 40 150 
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Air reservoirs 
The two air reservoirs which belong to the equipment of a wagon 
are a small auxiliary reservoir with always the same volume of 
9 litres (550 cu.in.) and a larger supplementary air reservoir, 
whose capacity is dependent on the actual size of the brake 
cylinder. Both of these reservoirs are, along the most recent manu-
facturing processes, cold-drawn of special steel sheets in two 
equal parts, which subsequently have been welded into one inte-
gral piece. 

Steel brake cylinder 
A one-chamber brake cylinder, whose loose piston rod engages the 
brake rigging of the wagon, has been provided for the appli-
cation of the brake shoes to the tyres. 
The brake cylinders are drawn of steel sheets, which means a 
saving in weight to as much as 50 per cent, compared to the 
formerly employed cast iron cylinders. 
The thin-walled cylinder bodies are provided with a special 
supporting frame for fastening the brake cylinder to the wagon. 
The cylinder body is rotatably located within this frame to give for 
the assembly favourable pipe connections, free from any stress. 
Thus, leaky connections are absolutely avoided. The brake cylin-
ders are manufactured with or without lever supports in the frame 
in conformity with the purpose for which they are intended. Con-
trary to the cast iron brake cylinder the steel brake cylinder may 

with lever bracket 

Fig. 26 Steel brake cylinder 
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without lever bracket 

b) Gradual application of 1he b rake 

If the pressure in brake pipe L is decreased by a sma ll per-
centage only, the braking procedure in the main triple valve 
wi l l be carried on at first in just the same manner as before. 
But if the pressure in L is lowered below that in Bh, main 
control piston 1 will be moved to the right until graduating 
valve 3 in slide valve 2 closes passageway h and thus pre-
vents compressed air from flowing furthermore from B to C. 
(Please, turn to the right-hand fig ure "Application lap posi-
tion".) 
In the secondary triple valve the braking procedure will be 
the same until the rising pressure in C assisted by piston 11 
and against the pressure difference at piston l 0 moves slide 
valve 12 downwards to an extent that the connection r, n1, 
c2 is interrupted. The pressure within brake cylinder C wi ll 
rise no longer and pistons 10 + 11 remain together with slide 
valve 12 in this application lap position. (Please, turn to the 
left-hand figure "Application lap position" .) 
If the pressure in brake pipe L is decreased by a further 
amount, the main and secondary triple va lves will move 
anew into the brake application position, i. e. once more as 
long as the pressure in Bh is lower than that in L. Main 
control piston l and pistons 10 + 11 in the secondary triple 
valve move once more into the application lap position, as 
has been described above. Th is procedure may be repeated 
as often as ful l pressure is attained in the brake cylinder. 

3. Maintaining of brake cylinder pressure 

As soon as the secondary tr iple valve has closed a braking 
stage and the pressure within the brake cylinder C is drop-
ping due to leakage, the force of piston 11 w i ll decrease, 
piston set 10 + 11 moves upwards and lets, i ust as in brake 
application, flow the air anew from r to c2 via valve hol low 
n1 until the pressure in brake cylinder C has risen to such a 
level that piston 11 closes the connection via va lve hol low n1. 
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4. lnexhaustibility 

Compressed air from B will flow through check valve 9 to R 
as soon as due to the re-charging of leaky brake cylinders 
the pressure within the supplementary reservoir R drops 
below the pressure in auxiliary reservoir B. The pressure in 
B is, consequently, lowered below that existing in L and 
main control piston l, which by the end of the braking pro-
cedure had moved in application lap position, moves now 
once more into the extreme right-hand position, uncovering 
passageways eb and fr1 (release position). The losses of 
compressed air in C are now made up from L through eb 
and fr1 , since the air pressure in the brake pipe L is with 
gradual braking always higher than the pressure in the 
brake cylinder C. The secondary triple valve remains in 
application position. 

5. Release 

a) Full release 

Main control piston l moves into its extreme right-hand 
position, if the pressure in main brake pipe L after braking 
is raised once more to the standard pressure of 5 kg /sq.cm 
(71 lbs/ sq.in.). Compressed air flows from brake pipe L 
through eb, fb, Bh and bh into auxiliary reservoir B and 
through bn1 and bn to Bn, moreover through fr1 and fr and 
check valve 9 into the supplementary reservoir R, as soon as 
the pressure below check valve 9 has risen above the pres-
sure in R. 
In the secondary triple valve piston set 10 + 11 is moved 
downwards due to the pressure rise in Bn, slide valve 12 
opens the connection c, n (slide valve 12), o 1 , slide valve 2 
connection o 1, d (slide valve 2), o 2 . Compressed air from 
brake cylinder C escapes through change-over cock7 into the 
open air, if the is cock adjusted to P through o 3 and if the 
cock is adjusted to G through q. 

Braking equipment 

Triple valve cut-out cock - brake change-over gear in - out 

A cut-out cock is located between the centrifugal dirt col lector and 
the triple valve. This cut-out cock may be actuated from both long 
sides of the wagon either directly by hand or via the brake 
change-over gear in - out, in order to be able to d isengage the 
brake in case of injuries. The cut-out cock is opened, if t he handle 
points vert ically downwards. 

Fig. 23 
Triple va lve cut-out cock (opened) with springy cock handle 

Fig. 24 Triple valve cut-out cock 
with angled forked lever 

Fig. 25 Brake change-over 
gear in-out 
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Full application or quick action resp. piston stroke: 700 mm 
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8SBP Pressure drop in auxiliary reservoir Bin position P 
8SBG Pressure drop in auxiliary reservoir B in position G 
CSBP Pressure rise in brake cylinder C in position P 
CSBG Pressure rise in brake cylinder C in position G 
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If the pressure in L is lowered continuously (full application) or 
also quickly (quick application), the pressure in 8 will drop and 
thus the pressure in C will rise according to positions G or P and 
in conformity with international rules. 
Full release piston stroke: 100 mm 
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8 F Pressure rise in auxiliary reservo ir B 
CLP Pressure drop in brake cylinder C in position P 
CLG Pressure drop in brake cylinder C in position G 
RF Pressure rise in supplementary air reservoir R 
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If the pressure in Lis continuously raised to standard pressure, the 
pressure in B will rise, whilst the pressure in C will drop according 
to positions G or Pa nd in conformity with international rules. At 
the same time the pressure in the supplementary air reservoir R is 
made up once more. 
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As soon as the pressure in Chas dropped to ab. 0.6 kg/sq.cm 
(8.5 lbs/sq.in.) inshot valve 5 is opened due to the pressu re 
in the quick service chamber U. The compressed air in U es-
capes into the open ai r just as from C. 
As soon as the pressure in Bn equals approximately the 
pressure in A, piston l 0 is separated from piston 11 under 
the pressure of the spring 19, moves by the distance of the 
clearance "x·· into its lowermost position and uncovers the 
passageway fa (diagram l "charging position "). Thus, all 
possible pressure losses in A become compensated. 

b) Gradual release 

If the pressure in ma in brake pipe L is raised after braking 
by a trifling value only, the release procedure wi ll ta ke place 
primarily just as with full release. As soon as the pressure in 
brake cylinder C has dropped to such an extent that the 
uniform pressure in A overcomes the aggregate pressure of 
Bn and C, piston set 10+ 11 will be moved upwards unti l 
slide valve 12 interrupts the connection c, n, o1 . (Please, turn 
to the left-hand figure "release lap position ".) 
This procedure may be repeated in a variety of single stages 
as often as with the rise of the pressure in L to standard 
pressure of 5 kg/sq.cm. (71 lbs/ sq.in.) the brake cy linder be-
comes completely vented and piston l 0 has reached its 
lowermost charging position (d iagram l ). 
Due to the subdivision of the air reservoirs in a non-control-
ling supplementary reservoir R, whose volume depends on 
the actua l size of the brake cylinder and a controlling auxi-
liary reservoir 8, which holds 9 litres (550 cu.in.) and has 
equal size for all brake cylinder sizes, the time for release is 
considerably reduced, even with rather long trains, since the 
small auxiliary reservoir 8, which controls the release proce-
dure is re-charged in first place. 
Quick and safe release, even if the rise in the pressure of the 
main brake pipe is, at the tail of long trains, very much pro-
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traded, is warranted by spring 78, which acts upon piston ll, 
so that piston set 70 + ll wil l during release respond with 
more ease on the forces exerted upon it. 

c) Manual release 
Generally, releasing the brakes is performed from the engine 
driver's brake valve. In some specia l cases, as for inst. with 
compressed air braked wagons in marshalling yards or with 
wagons in a moving train which shou ld have an overcharge 
of compressed air, the release of the brake may be perform-
ed manually by means of the release device. It is located 
at the valve bracket and is provided with four check valves, 
which are connected to the brake cylinder, to the auxiliary 
and supplementary air reservoirs and to the control chamber 
resp. The release device may be operated from both sides of 
the wagon by pulling a leverage. 

6. Removing over-charges 
If with overcharged brakes the pressure in the main brake 
pipe Lis by means of the engine driver's brake valve lowered 
very slowly, the spaces 8, 8n and Bh will be in the charging 
position (diagram of connections 7) gradually discharged 
through sensitivity choke eb and passageways fr and fr1 

into main brake pipe L. In the same manner is contro l cham-
ber A discharged through fa 1 and fa to 8, without that the 
main and secondary triple va lves would move into applica-
tion position. 

Main and secondary triple valves of the Hik-brake supervise and 
assist themselves mutually. This co-operation is realized by the 
action of the pressure in the auxiliary reservoir 8, which aids in 
controlling both valves. The variations in pressure in auxiliary 
reservoir 8, wh ich correspond to the variations in pressure of the 
main brake pipe affect the secondary triple valve, so that this 
latter w ill respond to the variations in pressure subsequently to the 
main triple valve. Charging as well as venting brake cylinder C 
is performed through the main and the secondary triple valves. 
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Pressure records 
Gradual application of the brakes 
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If the pressure in L drops by steps, the pressure in B will drop 
continuously, whilst the pressure in C rises proportionately. 
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If the pressure in L is raised by steps, the pressure in B will rise 
continuously, whi lst in proportion the pressure in C will drop by 
steps. 
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